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Sage House Therapy  
Sage House Therapy is currently one of the most visible online websites in Northern 
Virginia.  We achieved this level of visibility without an SEO Campaign and with only a Basic 
Website Package.  Our basic package includes variations of Technical SEO so that as soon as 
the website launches, Search Engines and in particular, Google, will crawl, index, render and  
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rank it accordingly.   A website without SEO can be compared to a car with no gasoline — 
you're not going to get far. With Sage House Therapy we were able to increase their Online 
Ranking just by integrating Technical SEO to their Website project.  Technical SEO 
inclusions such as page speed. We ensure that your website loads within 4 seconds.  The idea 
behind this is simply because Users won't wait for your website to load.   Here is more info, 
about our Basic Website Package.
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Client Testimonial  

WOWebsites has been 
fantastic to work 
with! Fevi and her 

team are amazing! From start to 
finished WOWebsites was 
responsive, professional and 
incredibly knowledgable. They 
optimized our company website 
and our web visibility has grow 
exponentially! We have more 
business coming through our 
website than ever before thanks 
to the hard work of Fevi and her 
team! You are in great hands 
with this company! Definitely 
recommend! 

— Kate Tedeschi 
Business Owner / Therapist 

https://www.wowebsites.com/web-design/basic-website-package/
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